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Executive Summary 
 

The Taste of Rondo Restaurant is a family owned establishment located in the historic neighborhood 
of Rondo in St. Paul, Minnesota.  Our emphasis will be to provide a unique dining experience by 
featuring nourishing, creative, and soul food dishes that are both tasty and healthy.  Our focus is to 
engage our customers by reminding them of the historic importance of the once vibrant, vital, 
independent community that was displaced by the construction of I-94 in the 60’s one meal at a time. 
The Taste of Rondo Restaurant will give customers a sense of pride and belonging in this legendary 
community.  Our concept will stand out from other restaurants in the area because of the unique 
design, thoughtful décor and historical Rondo landmark.  We will offer a dining experience and use of 
space like no other with the many versatile features of the business.  
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Description of Business 
 

Mission Statement 
To provide a quality, appealing and unique dining experience, while helping revitalize our community 
through job creation and enhancing cultural awareness.  Our goal is to sustain a satisfying family-
oriented environment for our customers and employees in a historically themed restaurant that 
contributes to the economic vitality of the community to which it serves by transforming first time 
customers into repeat customers. 

Company Ownership/Legal Entity 
Charles Carter is the sole owner of the Taste of Rondo Restaurant and has been granted a change of 
nonconforming use from private club to restaurant and meeting space and will be doing business as 
Taste of Rondo LLC.  This will become a new restaurant business that will seek to acquire a full-service 
liquor license. 

Exterior & Interior  
The Taste of Rondo Restaurant will be a ‘Casual Style Dining’ establishment located in the heart of the 
Rondo community at 976 Concordia (Old Rondo) Avenue and will be developed in a manner that will 
commemorate the history and legacy of the Rondo community prior to the construction of Highway I-
94 that destroyed a vibrant predominately black community in the late 1950's into the early 1960's.   
 
To keep life and dining interesting, our exterior and interior design will utilize artwork that will reflect the 
community influences of Rondo. Use of original and replicated artifacts, photos and other design 
elements that are core to the tapestry of this historic community will illuminate the rich heritage and 
traditions of the Rondo legacy.  Modern technology will be infused throughout the restaurant - that 
could include the use of ‘Touchscreen Food Vendors’, ‘Tablet Restaurant Management’, HD monitors 
for multiple viewing and visual uses, etc. - to provide operational efficiencies and create a unique 
dining experience that is welcoming and comfortable for the Taste of Rondo customers. Proposed 
menu items will be themed after descendant luminaries, historical monuments and geographies from 
the Rondo community, pre I-94 era. 
 
The emphasis of the Taste of Rondo’s menu items will feature a creative ethnic variety of 'Plant Based', 
'Authentic' and 'Street Foods' that are healthy and tasty while also representing some historical dishes 
of the Rondo community pre I-94 era.   
It will be our goal to appeal to all age groups and a variety of cultural backgrounds. 
 
Adult guests will be able to enjoy beer and or wine while they wait for their food order or just to take a 
load off after a full day of business or work.  Comfortable dining music will be played from the 
audio/visual station and live music during special events.   
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Hours of Operation 
The Taste of Rondo Restaurant offering food service on Monday through Sunday from 7:00AM to 
10:30PM. Options to work within the hours of operations with all applicable licensees. 

Industry Analysis 
Our Position   

Our strategy is simple: Honor our past to revitalize our future.  The neighborhoods north and south of 
Rondo Avenue, extending south into today’s Summit-University neighborhood and north to University 
Avenue, were always diverse. By the 1950s about 85 percent of Saint Paul’s African-American 
population lived in the neighborhoods. More than 600 African American families lost their homes. 
Numerous businesses and institutions were also lost. We intend to succeed by giving our customers a 
combination of excellent and interesting food in a community that highly anticipates, the opening of 
a much needed, black owned Restaurant.  We will focus on maintaining quality and establishing a 
strong identity in our community. 

Market Analysis / Target Market 
The Taste of Rondo intends to cater to a wide group of people.  We want everyone to feel welcomed 
and relaxed in a comfortable environment.  It is our goal to have menu selections that are appealing 
to everyone.  In reviewing our target analysis, we have defined the following groups as targeted 
segments:   

 
 Families:  This group is continuously growing along with neighborhood and evolving with new 

developments and the revitalization of older homes which is changing the landscape of the 
Rondo neighborhood. The perfect place for a family dinner.  Families will come for the 
accommodating menu and friendly service.  The excellent value within the menu options will 
keep The Taste of Rondo in favor with the parents.  
 

 Community Leaders and Elected Officials:  This segment has an overwhelming number of 
supporters simply because it is a FIRST-TO-MARKET concept that is adopting the importance of 
the Rondo legacy, its history and the positive direction the Rondo ‘mantra’ has grown into and 
will continue to grow in the years to come.  The Taste of Rondo will be sought after as a place 
where people can meet each other, eat, drink and network.  This demographic is very 
successful but balanced group of constituents. 
 

 Educators:  There are several schools in the community which employs hundreds of individuals 
who are looking for our type of dining experience.  The Taste of Rondo’s mission is to revitalize 
the community through our food, to enhance cultural awareness, and to provide an 
educational impact as it relates to the historic importance of this community. 
 

 Churches:  This group of distinct persons has been an anchor in the community and city.  This 
group is made up of hundreds of highly employed and highly connected individuals that 
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impact and support change in this community.  Their focus on economic sustainability, 
education, political and spiritual awareness as well as physical and mental health ties directly 
to our beliefs.  We will attract them with our décor and layout.  This demographic may not be 
big on contributing to bar sales, but our menu, striking artwork, excellent service and engaging 
clientele will confirm the feeling of being part of the fabric of Rondo. 

 
 

Competition 
There are several new restaurants opening in the community that could present minimal competition.  
However, we believe the Taste of Rondo will have a competitive edge over other restaurants because 
for the following reasons: 

 Location: The Taste of Rondo is located on a frontage road just 2 blocks from the I94 and 
Lexington exit and is less than half a mile from the future soccer stadium.  There are no other 
restaurants of this caliber within a ½ mile circumference in the community.  

 Concept: The name Rondo has become a household name within the community and abroad 
and continues to gain visibility, respect and an overall sense of opportunity that will continue 
to grow as the community develops 

 Venue: The Taste of Rondo will shout out features not many other eating establishments can 
confess to.  A large outdoor patio with grilling station, an intimate roof top patio, entertainment 
space, private meeting space and movie room.  

 

RESTAURANTS IN 5 BLOCKS 
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Fare Restaurant Location 
American  Louisiana Café Selby Ave 
American  Tori Ramen Selby Ave 
Chinese New Asia University Ave 
Chinese China One University Ave 
Fast - Food Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen University Ave 
Fast - Food Wendy's University Ave 
Fast - Food Subway  Selby Ave 
Mexican Homi Restaurant University Ave 
Mexican Los Ocampo Restaurant & Bar University Ave 
Pizza Pizza Luce Selby Ave 
Southern  Revival Selby Ave 
Thai Mango Thai Cuisine Selby Ave 
Vegan  J. Selby's  Selby Ave 
Vietnamese Ngon Vietnamese Bistro University Ave 
Vietnamese  Hoa Bien Restaurant University Ave 
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Marketing Plan 
Products and Services  

The Taste of Rondo Restaurant will be open for breakfast, lunch and dinner.  One of our competitive 
advantages will be the menu, that will be simple, but changing every 2-3 months.  Our chef will have 
a strong emphasis on preparing healthy dishes, recognizing the trend within the restaurant industry for 
the demand of healthy cuisine. Product quality will remain as one of our top priorities. We will keep a 
small group of regular items on the menu and feature a chef’s recommendation that will be offered 
with many of the meals ordered.  This will help us to reduce waste, plan ingredients and purchasing 
inventory.  All menu items will be moderately priced for the area.   

During the busy summer months, customers will be able to indulge in our significantly sized outdoor 
patio. We will offer a special summer menu, featuring lighter fare, exotic drinks, as well as non-alcoholic 
offerings.  The patio and green space garden area setting will be a fun and casual atmosphere for the 
summer crowd.  
 
The Taste of Rondo will also offer the perfect place when our customers need that ‘little extra’ personal 
touch.  They can host business meetings, have a place for a quiet conversation, or for many special 
occasions. 
 
Great service is very important to us.  We will create an appealing and entertaining environment with 
unbeatable quality.  The management and servers will handle every detail to make customers feel 
special and valued.  Therefore, the execution of our concept is one of the most critical elements of our 
plan.  While we are not striving to be the lowest-priced restaurant, we are aiming to be the highest 
value leader. 
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Sample Menu 
Taste of Rondo Sample Menu Options 

Build Your Own Omelet 

Any three ingredients below folded into three fresh eggs.  Served with your choice of freshly delivered 
sourdough white, multi-grain, or rye toast.  (Extra ingredients $2.00 each) $8.95 

  Bacon Sausage Cajun Sausage 
 Swiss Cheese Cheddar Cheese American Cheese
 Pepper Jack Cheese All-Natural Ham Green Pepper  
 Tomato Cilantro Broccoli  

Pancake Combos $6.50    Breakfast Combos $6.50 - $12.00 

Appetizers 

 Roger Anderson’s Fried Green Tomatoes Cornmeal Crusted, Remoulade V– $8 
 Rondo Wings Choice of Hot or Southern Sauce, Bleu Cheese Dressing, Celery – 6 / $8 – 10 / $12 
 Carroll Avenue Shrimp Orange Marmalade, Hot Mustard – $9 
 Debbie Montgomery Catfish Basket Cornmeal Crusted Marinated Catfish, Cajun Fries, Jalapeno 

Tarter – $10 
 Milton Ave Wontons Cajun Pork, Slaw, Jalapeno Cream Cheese, Sriracha Thousand Island, – $10 
 Smothered Cajun Fries Signature Fries, Shredded Cheese, White Chicken Chili, Green Onions, 

Sour Cream-$10 
 Stuffed Portabella Mushrooms Baked with Rice Blend, Spinach, Parmesan Cheese- $9 
 Baking Powdered Biscuits Served with Honey Butter – 2 /$4 – 3/$5 Add Cream Gravy – $1 
 Victoria Ave Crab Cakes Lump & Sweet Claw Crab Meat, Trinity, Remoulade – $12 
 Selby Ave Brisket Sliders Beef Brisket, Caramelized Onions, Pepper Jack Cheese, with Cajun Fries 

– $10 

Soups 

 Gumbo Chicken, Andouille, Trinity, Okra, Shrimp, Dark Roux with French Bread – Cup – $6 / Bowl – 
$10 

 Crab Bisque Claw Crab Meat, Sherry Cream, Shredded Egg with Crackers – Cup – $6 / Bowl – 
$10 

 White Chicken Chili Thick & Hearty, Jalapeno Cream Cheese with Flour Tortilla – Cup – $6 / Bowl 
– $10 

Salads 

 Fredrick L. McGhee Blackened Catfish Blackened Catfish, Mixed Greens, Sweet Potato Chips, 
Grape Tomatoes, Red Onions, Candied Pecans, Goat Cheese, Champagne Vinaigrette – $15 
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 Coconut Shrimp Coconut Shrimp, Mixed Greens, Bacon, Grape Tomatoes, Red Onions, 
Shredded Egg & Carrot, Cucumber, Goat Cheese, Candied Pecans & Creole Honey Mustard- 
$15 

 Grilled Chicken Salad Grilled Chicken, Mixed Greens, Candied Pecans, Crumbled Bleu Cheese, 
Red Onions, Strawberries, & Balsamic Vinaigrette - $15 

 Caesar Chopped Romaine, House Croutons, Egg, Caesar Dressing, Parmesan Cheese, & Fried 
Tabasco Onions $7/$11 Add Grilled Chicken – $4 Add Grilled Shrimp – $5 

Entrees Add a Cup of Soup or House Salad – $5 

 Jambalaya Chicken, Andouille, Jalapeno Pork Sausage, Pork Shoulder, Shrimp, Trinity & Rice -$19 
 James W. Crump, M.D. Southern Fried Chicken Our Signature Brined & Marinated Juicy Half 

Chicken, Served with Smothered Greens – $18 
 Blackened or Deep Fried Catfish Filet Covered with Crawfish Etouffee Sauce, Served with Red 

Beans & Rice – $19 
 Cut Pork Chop Full Pound, Bone in, Brined, Smoked & Char-Broiled, with House-made Bourbon 

Mustard BBQ Sauce, And Mashed & Gravy- $22 
 St. Louis Ribs Hickory Smoked, Braised & Char-Broiled Ribs Served with Corn – $17 / $26 
 Shrimp n’ Grits Gulf Shrimp, Andouille, Trinity, Stone Ground Cheddar Grits, Louisiana Hot Sauce 

Butter – $19 
 Pot Roast Slow Cooked Beef Roast, Mashed Potatoes, Vegetables, Brown Gravy – $17 
 Country Fried Steak Buttermilk Brined Tri-tip Sirloin, Mashed Potatoes & Cream Gravy – $18 

Sides 

 Cheddar Grits     $4 
 Brussel Sprouts    $4 
 Cajun Fries     $5 
 Collard Greens     $4 
 Corn Bread & Honey Butter  $2 
 Crock of Mac n’ Cheese   $8 
 Deviled Egg Potato Salad   $5 
 Mashed Potatoes and Gravy  $4 
 Red Beans, Andouille & Rice   $5 
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Restaurant Concept  
The Taste of Rondo Restaurant, a NEW 'Casual Style Dining' eating establishment is in the heart of the 
Rondo community at 976 Concordia (Old Rondo) Avenue. The exterior and interior will be designed to 
commemorate the history and legacy of the Rondo community prior to the construction of Highway I-
94 that destroyed a vibrant predominately black community in the late 1950's into the early 1960's.   

The emphasis of the Taste of Rondo’s menu items will feature a creative ethnic variety of Plant Based, 
Authentic and Soul Food that are healthy and tasty while also representing some historical dishes of 
the Rondo community pre-I94 era.  It will be our goal to appeal to all age groups and a variety of 
cultural backgrounds. 

There will be a full-service bar and a small designated entertainment area (portable riser and 
audio/visual station) constructed within the dining room.  Adult guests will be able to enjoy refreshments 
while they wait for their food order or just to take a load off after a full day of business or work.  
Comfortable dining music will be played from the audio/visual station and live music during special 
events.   

We have identified the need for a historic community restaurant and have gained the support of our 
neighboring residents, our State Representative, Councilmembers from the city of St. Paul, and 
numerous entities of the Rondo community.   

*See our appendix of support letters for changing the non-conforming usage to our proposed 
neighborhood restaurant. *  

Advertising & Promotion 
Introducing the Taste of Rondo Restaurant to the Twin Cities and beyond is an integral element to the 
success of the business.  We will utilize many marketing strategies and channels to ensure we have 
provided opportunities for people of all backgrounds and geographies to be well informed of the Taste 
of Rondo Restaurant and what we should offer.  Marketing strategies and channels to be employed 
include but are not limited to: 

1. Taste of Rondo website  

2. Social media 

3. Radio and Commercials (television) 

4. Restaurant promotions/specials 

5. Local print media (i.e. newspaper ads) 

6. Street team marketing (flyer/poster distribution) 

7. Cross promotional opportunities with other businesses 

8. Sponsorships 

9. Word of mouth 
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Management Plan 
 

 

  

Owners

Front of House Manager

Lead Waiter

Wait Staff

Bussers

Hostess

Executive Chief

Chief

Line Cooks

Beverage Manager

Lead Bartendar

Bar Staff
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Taste of Rondo Organizational Structure & Roles - Tentative 
 
Definition of Roles within Organizational Structure 
 
UPPER MANAGEMENT 
 
OWNERSHIP: 
 responsible for the business finances; 
 ultimate decision makers and are accountable for the general direction of the business; 
 obtain a license and insurance; 
 responsible for hiring and terminating employees; 
 designate employee incentives, including health care and benefits; 
 establish rules for employees and customers, such as age restrictions and clothing requirements; 
 being hospitable and providing a customer-friendly atmosphere is among the most important 

duties of being a restaurant owner. 

GENERAL MANAGER: 
 responsible for the day-to-day operations of the business, including hiring, training and 

overseeing the staff; 
 making sure that the restaurant is maintained in proper operating condition; 
 ensuring that things run smoothly when the restaurant is open; 
 responsible for totaling up the daily receipts; 
 making sure that the restaurant adheres to all legal requirements and communicating with the 

restaurant owner; 
 for customers and vendors, a restaurant manager is essentially the "face" of the business.  

o Any complaints concerning food quality, customer service or maintenance are usually 
addressed by him or her.  

o Food vendors and service providers routinely deal with the manager to acknowledge 
receipt of goods and services, or to implement any changes to future orders.  

 conducts inventories of current supplies and calculates the next food and supply orders 
accordingly 

 doing the promotion and marketing for the business; 
 supervising, recruiting, and training the staff; 
 setting and regulating budgets; 
 oversee the kitchen stock levels and order supplies.  
 handle all of the issues associated with licensing and hygiene.  
 In charge of the menu planning as well.  
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ASSISTANT MANAGER: 
 hire or terminate employees; 
 involved in training; 
 oversee employee work to determine if its quality is appropriate or if improvements need to be 

made; 
 conducting employee reviews; 
 making up work schedules; 
 or acting as a go-between communicator between employees and upper level management 

or owners. 
 takes the initiative to improve current problems; and 
 adheres to company policy as well as obey your manager's instructions while solving problems 

and gaining new skills.  

FRONT OF HOUSE OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE 
 
FRONT OF HOUSE MANAGER: 
The front-of-house manager is responsible for the restaurant’s dining area and the staff that supports 
the front of the house.  This includes: 

 act as Manager on Duty in absence of the Assistant Manager and General Manager; 
 ensures that guests have a pleasant and memorable dining experience; 
 overseeing the front of house staff setting up service; 
 waiting on customers; 
 interacting with the kitchen staff; 
 responsible for the beverages and bar area; and 
 banquet or catering operations. 
 monitors setup, maintenance, cleanliness and safety of dining areas; 
 supervises and trains the Dining Room Staff; 
 must be able to complete opening and closing duties/checklists in a timely fashion; 
 must coordinate food service between kitchen and dining staff.  

HOST OR HOSTESS: 

 greet guests, take them to their table and provide them with silverware and a menu; 
 monitor the table rotation; 
 keep track of which tables are cleaned and available for new guests; 
 answer the phone; 
 take reservations;  
 take-out orders; 
 ensure that the guests are made comfortable and kept informed of the status of their orders or 

wait times 
 monitoring the open dining sections of the restaurant for empty and cleaned tables,  
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 estimating wait times for guests,  
 monitoring the guest waiting list,  
 and ensuring that the needs of the guests are met while they are waiting; and  
 make any necessary changes to the dining room occupancy chart. 

SERVER: 

 taking orders and delivering food; 
 prepares the tables; 
 laying out napkins and utensils; 
 making sure the condiments are refilled; 
 performing all other preparation tasks; 
 staying updated on current menu choices, specialties and menu deviations; 
 knowing if the kitchen staff is running out of any items; 
 handle the table bookings; 
 direct customers to their tables; 
 presenting menus; 
 suggesting dishes; 
 assisting in drink selection; 
 informing customers about food preparation details; 
 communicating specific customer needs to the cooks; 
 maintaining proper dining experience; 
 delivering items; 
 fulfilling customer needs; 
 offering desserts and drinks; 
 removing courses; 
 replenishing utensils; 
 refilling glasses; 
 properly open and pour wine at the tableside; 
 obtaining revenues, issuing receipts, accepting payments and returning the change; 
 performing basic cleaning tasks as needed or directed by supervisor; 
 filling in for absent staff as needed; 
 assisting with special events as needed; 
 greet all guests and owners warmly with an appropriate greeting.  

BEVERAGE MANAGER: 

 ensuring proper control, counting, and purchasing inventory of bar stock; 
 counts inventory of the bar's products; 
 keeps a watchful eye on drastic drops or rises in inventory, as that may be a sign for foul play or 

carelessness behind the bar; 
 regularly counts wine, liquor, and bottled and draft beer to ensure to stock the proper amount; 
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 puts in orders to stock the proper amount. 
 the bar manager may put in orders with one or more alcoholic beverage representatives or 

merchants on a recurring basis.  
 must have solid customer service, speaking, problem-solving, leadership, organizational and 

managerial skills; 
 computer skills experience with recipe and menu database software, inventory management 

software and point of sale (POS) software; 
 training for of liquor handling, preferred guest interaction, and money-handling policies. 

HEAD BARTENDER: 
 in charge of the overall bar area and reports to the bar manager or bar owner; 
 controlling the bar costs; 
 maintaining the cost flow of alcohol; 
 weekly evaluation of bar reports; 
 make suggestions on each bartender's "free pour" technique to maintain quality and cost; 
 performing drink demonstrations to make sure other bartenders can prepare the drinks on the 

menu; 
 creating drinking specials 
 unload any overstocked products that need to be use; 
 ordering and stocking inventory; 
 must maintain high standards of cleanliness and safety; 
 take nightly inventory of the products and supplies behind the bar and restock or order 

accordingly; 
 manage bar staff and educate them on the safety and work procedures that the bar maintains; 
 creates and enforces the work schedule; 
 deals with customer complaints and rowdy clients; and 
 ensures all bartenders check for the proper identification for alcohol consumption and make 

drinks properly.  
 

BACK OF HOUSE OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE 

EXECUTIVE CHEF: 
The executive or head chef is responsible for back-of-house operations which intel’s productivity of the 
kitchen staff, as well as managing the sous chef and chef de partie. This includes: 

 hiring and training kitchen staff; 
 creating menu items; 
 sourcing and purchasing foods and helping determine the prices for meals; 
 ensure that quality culinary dishes are served on schedule and to see that any problems that 

arise are rectified; 
 approving all prepared food items that leave his or her kitchen; 
 productivity of the kitchen staff, as well as managing the sous chef and chef de partie 
 modify and create new menus as needed; 
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 may also be called upon to use this time to create a wide variety of new dishes for his or her 
kitchen; 

 performs many administrative duties, including ordering supplies and reporting to the head of the 
establishment.  

SOUS CHEF: 
 does most the actual cooking in a kitchen; 
 prepares everything from main dishes to salads, breads, pasta and even desserts; 
 storage and disposal of food (both incoming stock and leftovers); 
 assist in unloading delivery trucks and ensuring that food is stored in the appropriate conditions; 
 determines if leftovers of either prepared or partially prepared food can be reused or if they must 

be disposed of; 
LINE COOK: 
 Food preparation responsibilities include: 

o preparation of ingredients and assembling dishes according to restaurant recipes and 
specifications; 

o preparation of his or her station before the start of each service; 
o ensuring all the supplies that will be needed for the night are available and ready for use; 

 this includes preparing some items in advance, or performing simple tasks such as 
stocking the station with plates and bowls; 

 chopping vegetables, butchering meat, or preparing sauces 
 Meal service cooking responsibilities include: 

o preparing the items requested from his or her station; 
o working with other cooks in the kitchen to make sure that food is ready at the right time, in 

the right order so that it arrives at the customers table ready to eat and at the right 
temperature. 

o A line cook will often be directed by a Sous Chef or Executive Chef as he prepares food. 

BUSSERS: 
 ensures that empty tables are ready to receive new guests; 

o When a party departs bussers: 
 remove dirty dishes; 
 sanitize the table; 
 add fresh place settings; 
 fill water glasses or deliver complimentary snack; 

 assists servers by refilling drinks for guests or delivering trays of food to the table.  
 delivers clean dishes to the cook or servers' station; 
 empties trash containers; 
 refills ice bins and; 
 performs general cleaning chores. 
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Conclusion 
Keys to Success 

Our strategy is simple: Honor our past to revitalize our future in doing so, we intend to succeed with the 
anticipated support from a massive group of community stakeholders, businesses and organizations 
by providing a combination of excellent and interesting food options in a welcoming and comfortable 
environment that appeals to a wide and varied group of successful people.  We will focus on 
maintaining elevated quality and establishing a strong identity in our community.   
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Appendix 
Letters of Support 

Floor Plan Layout 

Scope of Work  

MDH Food & Beverage Report on Plan 

City of St. Paul Non-Confirming Use Approval 

Architecture Review Set Drawings 

Resolutions of Approval for City Grant/ Loan Funding 

DSI Approval Letter for Definition of Restaurant 
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Scope of Work 

Taste of Rondo 

976 Concordia Avenue 

Phase One for Restaurant with Beer and Wine License 

Outline of Preliminary Scope of Work    

Prepared by Lunning Wende Associates 

Division One – General Requirements 

01100 – Summary of Work 

The phase one renovation of 976 Concordia Avenue will be limited to First Floor with the exception of 
code-related life safety, fire protection, mechanical and electrical services in the Basement. The 
scope of the phase one work focuses on Rooms 102, 103, 108, 109, 110, 112, and 114 to serve as a 
restaurant and bar serving beer and wine only. These rooms will serve the public or support the phase 
one restaurant use. The remainder of the building will not be used by the public at this time. Refer to 
attached drawing: As-101 (Taste of Rondo Phase 1 20171010.pdf). 

01300 – Administrative Requirements 

The contractor and the owner will enter into a standard form of agreement for the project. This 
agreement shall include and reference the drawings and specifications. 

The contractor shall secure all permits required for the work. 

The work shall be performed in accordance with all applicable codes. 

The contractor shall provide the owner with certificates of insurance related to the work. 

01410 – Quality Assurance & Control 

The contractor and subcontractors shall be licensed by the governing authorities and have 
demonstrated qualifications to perform the work. 

Workers shall be trained and experienced in the elements of the work for which they are directly 
responsible. 

Product or material substitutions shall be allowed only with prior approval of the owner and/or 
architect. 

Follow manufacturers’ installation instructions. 

01510 – Temporary Facilities & Controls 
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The contractor may use the building utilities and services in the performance of the work. Replace 
filters at the completion of the work and return building fixtures and equipment to their pre-
construction condition.  

Protect the building and life safety during the performance of the work. 

01710 – Execution & Close-out Requirements 

The contractor shall be paid for the work completed, materials on site, and equipment & furnishings 
stored off-site, if documented.  

Applications for Payment will be promptly reviewed by the architect and owner.  

Perform final clean of all surfaces, equipment and furnishings prior to substantial completion. 

Notify the owner and architect prior to substantial completion to schedule a final review of the work 
and make corrections to deficiencies identified in the final review. 

Provide the owner or his representatives with training and/or instruction manuals for all equipment 
requiring service or operation following substantial completion 

Division Two – Site Construction 

02220 – Selective Interior Demolition 

Remove exhaust fan between Rooms 013 & 014, deactivate electrical power to fan. 

Remove partitions in toilet rooms to improve accessibility. 

Remove portion of partition between Rooms 109 & 110 to improve accessibility. 

Remove portion of masonry partition at jamb between Rooms 102 & 112 to provide egress width at 
door. 

Remove door and frame between Room 102 and exterior. 

Remove wall and floor finishes in Room 103. 

Remove electrical service to the panel in Room 103. 

02230 – Selective Exterior Demolition 

Cut openings and demolition concrete masonry walls for new doors and windows, shown in the 
Drawings. Shore, as required, to stabilize the building and to assure life safety. 

Remove site concrete to accommodate an accessible route into the building. 

02500 – Utility Services 

Verify utilities are adequate for proposed occupancy. 
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Specifically, determine required water service is adequate for new fire protection system. Provide 
new water service to building, if required to meet this increased capacity. 

02900 – Planting 

Seed or sod lawn areas disturbed by the work. 

Division Three – Concrete 

03050 – Basic Concrete Materials and Methods 

All work shall be in accordance with applicable codes and industry standards. 

03300 - Cast-in-Place Concrete 

Prepare existing concrete slab and pour 12-inch +/- ramp to provide accessible threshold condition 
at door at southwest corner of the building. 

Division Four – Masonry 

04050 – Basic Masonry Materials and Methods 

All work shall be in accordance with applicable codes and industry standards. 

04200 – Masonry Units 

Match existing masonry in size color, and texture to the greatest extent possible. Salvage and re-use 
existing brick, if feasible. 

04800 – Masonry Assemblies 

Repair hole in wall between Rooms 013 & 014 with concrete masonry to match surrounds. 

Repair jamb, head and sill of masonry openings cut for windows and doors. Match surrounds and 
details of existing masonry openings in the building to the extent possible. 

Division Five – Metals 

05050 – Basic Metal Materials and Methods  

All work shall be in accordance with applicable codes and industry standards. 

05100 – Structural Metal Framing 

Provide and set steel lintels at heads of new masonry openings to receive windows and doors. 

Division Six – Wood & Plastic 

06050 – Basic Materials and Methods  

All work shall be in accordance with applicable codes and industry standards. 
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06100 – Rough Carpentry  

Build new gypsum board systems wall between Rooms 109 and 110. 

Build gypsum board systems half wall in Room 112. 

Build stage and ramp in Room 112. 

Install blocking as required. 

06200 – Finish Carpentry  

Install serving and back bar cabinetry and counters. 

Install paneling for half wall in Room 112. 

Install trim, shelving, and other attachments or accessories. 

Install decorative wood ceiling in Room 112. 

06400 – Architectural Woodwork 

Provide serving and back bar cabinetry and counters. Allowance: $175 per lineal foot. 

Provide paneling for half wall in Room 112. Allowance: $20 per lineal foot. 

Provide decorative wood ceiling in Room 112. Allowance: $15 per square foot. 

Division Seven – Thermal & Moisture Protection 

07050 – Basic Materials and Methods 

All work shall be in accordance with applicable codes and industry standards. 

07500 – Membrane Roofing 

Inspect existing roofing and repair as needed. 

07600 – Flexible Flashing  
Install head flashing at doors and windows. 

Install sill dams at windows 

07800 – Fire and Smoke Protection  

Install fire resistant caulking at penetrations in fire-rated wall and floor systems. 

07900 – Joint Sealers 

Install joint sealants, continuously, as a thermal barrier and/or as a transition between different 
materials. 

Division Eight – Doors & Windows 
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08050 – Basic Materials and Methods  

All work shall be in accordance with applicable codes and industry standards. 

08100 – Metal Doors and Frames  

Install hollow metal frames at new door and/or window openings between two interior spaces. 

08200 – Wood and Plastic Doors 

Install wood doors, where shown in new openings between to interior spaces. Wood species used in 
doors shall match existing doors. 

08400 – Entrances and Storefronts  

Install three (3) thermally-broken aluminum frames and full-lite doors at new exterior door openings in 
Rooms 102 and 112. 

08500 – Windows 

Install three (3) 5-foot high by 6-foot wide SST-!! Bi-fold System windows by Crown Incorporated or 
equal in west wall of Room 112. Basis of Design: Crown Incorporated 135 McLeod Avenue/South 
Plato, Minnesota 55370/ Phone: 320-238-2616/ info@crowndoors.com 
 

08700 – Hardware  

Install lever latchsets on all passage doors.  

Install panic hardware on doors in the path of egress. 

Install level locksets on toilet room doors. 

Install hinges, closers, kickplates, gasketing, weatherstripping, on doors, as required, to meet code 
and/or functional requirements.  

08800 – Glazing 

Glazing in openings between two interior spaces shall be clear, impact resistant, ¼-inch glass. 

Glazing in exterior walls shall be tinted, double-glazed, thermal-sealed, ½-inch argon gas-filled. 

 

Division Nine – Finishes 

 
09200 – Gypsum Board Systems 

Provide gypsum wallboard and cold-formed steel stud systems. 

09300 – Tile  
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Install quarry tile floor and 6-inch high base in Rooms 103 and 114. 

09400 – Terrazzo 

Repair and clean existing terrazzo flooring, as required. 

09700 – Wall Finishes 

Install Marlite Symmetrix with Sani-Coat Fiberglas Reinforced Panels in Kitchen 103, 6-foot wainscot on 
all walls. 

Absorbing Panels (1.125” x 24” x 48” direct applied to precast plank ceilings in Room 112. 

09900 – Paints and Coatings 

Paint ceilings in Rooms 102, 108, 109, 110, 112, and 114: acrylic latex, flat, two-coats 

Paint walls in Rooms 102, 108, 109, 110, 112, and 114 

Paint ceiling Room 103: epoxy, semi-gloss, two-coats. 

Paint walls about wainscot in Room: 103: epoxy, semi-gloss, two-costs. 

Coat exposed wood on serving and back bar, panel, dropped ceiling, etc. with penetrating stain 
and two costs of satin, water-based polyurethane. 

All paint and coating products shall be low VOC. 

All paint and coating products by Sherwin Williams or approved equal. 

Division Ten – Specialties 

10520 – Fire Protection Specialties 

Fire extinguishers: Two (2) Larson Dry Chemical. 

10800 – Toilet, Bath, and Laundry Accessories 

Install accessibility grab bars, thermal pipe wrap on exposed pipes, soap dispensers, hand towel 
dispensers in Rooms 108 and 109. 

Division Eleven – Equipment 

11400 – Food Service Equipment 

See attached equipment lists:  

Taste of Rondo Equip+Furnishing-08122017 

Taste_of_Rondo_Equipment-09062017 

Provide and install in Room 103: 
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Microwave Convection/Impingement Oven – TurboChef C3 (Item 2) 

Ventless Enclosed Fryer, Electric – MTI Autofry MTI-40C3 (Item 3) 

Safety System Moveable Gas Connector: Dormont Manufacturing Model No. 1675BPQR48, 2 each 
(Item 15) 

Hand Sink: Advance Tabco Model No. 7‐PS‐60‐2X (Item 16) 

Work Table, Stainless Steel Top: Advance Tabco Model No. KSS‐306, 2 each (Item 17) 

Reach-in Refrigerator: Delfield Model No. GCR2P‐S (Item 19) 

Three Compartment Stainless Steel Sink 

Provide and install in Room 114: 

Ice Bin: Perlick Corporation Model No. TS30IC10, 2 each (Item 4) 

Under Bar Glasswasher: Perlick Corporation Model No. PKHT24 (Item 7) 

Back Bar Cabinet, Refrigerated: Perlick Corporation Model No. BBSN72 (Item 8) 

Draft Beer System, Remote: Custom Model No. BEER SYSTEM (Item 9) 

Hand Sink: Advance Tabco Model No. 7‐PS‐60‐2X (Item 16) 

Provide and Install in Storage:  

Keg Storage Rack: New Age Model No. 1288, 2 each (Item 11) 

Dunnage Rack: New Age Model No. 2052, 2 each. (Item 12) 

Dunnage Rack: New Age Model No. 2054 (Item 13) 

Reach-in Freezer: Delfield Model No. GCF2P‐S (Item 20) 

Wire Shelving: Centaur Model No. C2448K, 4 each (Item 21) 

Verify food service equipment with Charles Carter – 651.403.0525. 

Division Twelve – Furnishing 

12500 – Furniture 

Provide and assemble: -17chairs, 14-stools, 4-two-person tables, 3-four person tables, 1-six person 
round table,2-four person hi-top tables, 12 lineal feet of banquette seating. 

Product References: 

Stools: MTS Seating Model No. 948‐30 GR9 (Item 25) 
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Chairs: MTS Seating Model No. 948 GR9 (Item 26) 

Table Tops & Bases: MTS Seating Model No. 380‐24X30‐N (Item 27), MTS Seating Model No. 380‐30X60‐
N (Item 28), MTS Seating Model No. 380‐60R‐N (Item 29) 

Division Thirteen – Special Construction 

13850 – Detection and Alarm  

Provide fire and burglary alarm systems with remote notification. 

Division Fourteen – Conveyance Systems 

Not Used 

Division Fifteen - Mechanical 

15050 – Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods  

All work shall be in accordance with applicable codes and industry standards. 

15100 – Building Services Piping 

Install gas piping for equipment specified in 11400. Verify existing gas piping and connections meets 
code requirements and correct deficiencies. 

Install water supply piping for equipment specified in 11400. Concealed piping maybe PEX; exposed 
piping to be copper. 

Install waste piping for equipment specified in 11400. 

15300 – Fire Protection Piping  

Provide and install Automatic Sprinkler System throughout the building, in accordance with Chapter 9 
of IBC-2012. 

15400 – Plumbing Fixtures and Equipment 

Referenced in 11400 and specified in the attached equipment list. 

Provide and install floor drains in Rooms 103 and 114. 

15700 – Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Equipment  

See comments in 15950. Verify function of existing equipment, correct deficiencies and increase 
capacity to meet project requirements if necessary. Consider the additional ventilation requirements 
of equipment specified in 11400. 

15800 – Air Distribution  
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Provide and install aluminum spiral duct supply and return piping to serve the functional requirements 
of each space. Install ductwork in an orderly pattern serving functional and aesthetic needs. 

15900 – HVAC Instrumentation and Controls  

Upgrade instrumentation and controls to improve energy efficiency of the systems. 

15950 – Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing 

City of Saint Paul Mechanical Inspector’s Comments: 

While mechanical systems appear to meet the basic needs of the use, two issues need to be 
addressed: 

A fan that exhausts from the lower level bar into an egress stairway needs to be removed to maintain 
the rated enclosure of the stairway. 

No permit is on file for two rooftop units with economizers. Therefore, the owner needs to verify the 
units provide sufficient ventilation and make-up air for the proposed equipment and occupancy. The 
system needs to be balanced and tested to determine that code requirements are met. If the system 
does not meet code requirements for ventilation, it will need to be modified. 

There is also no permit for the gas piping serving the rooftop units. The gas connection needs to be 
inspected to determine proper installation. 

Division Sixteen – Electrical 

16050 – Basic Electrical Materials and Methods  

All work shall be in accordance with applicable codes and industry standards. 

16100 – Wiring Methods  

All wiring shall be in rigid conduits installed in an orderly pattern for minimal visual impact. 

16200 – Electrical Power  

Verify electric service is adequate for project requirements; upgrade service if necessary. 

16300 – Electrical Distribution 

Install electrical distribution for functional requirements, fire/smoke/carbon monoxide detection, 
fire/burglary alarm system, and equipment specified in 11130 and 11400 

16400 – Low-Voltage Distribution  

Install wiring for equipment specified in 11400, wireless hub and basic business services, as required. 

Install fire and burglary alarm systems with remote notification specified in 13850. 
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16500 – Lighting  

General Interior Illumination: Provide and install adequate illumination to serve the functional 
requirements of each space in the building.  

Exterior Illumination: Provide and install adequate illumination for life safety, ease of access, and 
building identification. 

Exterior Signage: Provide electrical service to sign provided and installed by others. 

All lighting fixtures shall be selected for energy efficiency. Use LED lamps wherever practical. 

Special Lighting in Room 112: 

Entry – chandelier: 1 fixture. Product Reference: Possini All Red Giclee Pendant Chandelier 16” wide x 
5’1/2” high. Style # G9447-H1193. Fixture Allowance: $250. 

Dining – pendant for table illumination: 4 fixtures. Product Reference: El Cajon 6-1/4” Wide Brown 
Modern LED Mini Pendant Style # 9J296. Fixture Allowance: $300. 

Serving Bar – pendant for bar illumination: 5 fixtures. Product Reference: Possini Euro Brevard 19” Wide 
Black Pendant Light Style # 15D15. Fixture Allowance: $750. 

Back Bar:  Product Reference: 60 lineal feet LED color changing strip lights. Fixture Allowance:  $250. 

Stage: 8 fixtures. Product Reference: Spotlight Cylinder LED Track Lighting (black). Fixture Allowance: 
$600. 
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